[The preparation and testing analysis basis of gene chip checking system with surface plasmon resonance imaging].
The detection method of gene chip based on SPR principle is a potential high-throughput microanalysis method without labelling. With the use of Self-assembled monolayer (SAM) technology, the gene chip of Neisseria gonorrhoeae probe lattice has been prepared, detected and analyzed using the Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and SPR imaging (SPRI) gene chip detection system here-in provided for research in the hybridizatin reaction on the probe lattice of gene chip. The result indicates that there is an obvious resonance assimilate peak on the SPR resonance curve. And after hybridization, the refractive index and resonance as well as molecular weight of the probe have increased. So whether a hybridization takes place or whether the wanted ingredient is in the sample under examination can be determined by using SPR to watch the detecting interface or the resonance curve. The SPRI detection system is available for observing the happening of a hybridization on the probe of gene chip in real-time and straighforwardly. The SPR and SPRI system can do analysis qualitatively and quantitatively.